Letter D Activities

1. Using the Large Letter D (attachment) have you child decorate the D and hang it up where you can see it and talk about it for the rest of the month.

2. Pretend to be a DINOSAUR. What would you eat and sound like?

3. Read the Humpty Dumpty poem emphasizing the letter D as well as pointing out which words rhyme:

   Humpty Dumpty sat on a peg.
   Humpty Dumpty fell on his leg.
   Humpty Dumpty sat on his bed.
   Humpty Dumpty fell on his head.
   Humpty Dumpty sat on a rose.
   Humpty Dumpty fell on his nose.
   Humpty Dumpty sat on a pin. Humpty Dumpty fell on his chin.
   Humpty Dumpty sat on a boulder.
   Humpty Dumpty fell on his shoulder.
   Humpty Dumpty sat on a pie.
   Humpty Dumpty fell on his eye.
   Humpty Dumpty sat on the land.
   Humpty Dumpty fell on his hand.

4. Talk about getting DRESSED in the morning and for bedtime. What do you put on first? What next? What is the hardest part about getting DRESSED? What is your favorite thing to wear when you get DRESSED? Can you draw a picture of yourself getting DRESSED?

5. Talk about DINNER. Who makes DINNER at your house? What is your favorite DINNER to eat? Who do you eat with? Can you draw a picture of DINNER?